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21 November 2016: Happy World Television
Day!

The Association of Commercial
Television in Europe (ACT) is a
trade body for the commercial
broadcasting sector in Europe.
Formed in 1989, the ACT has 27
member companies active in 37
European countries, operating
and distributing several
thousand free-to-air and pay-tv
channels and new media
services.

On 21 November we celebrated the 20th anniversary of World
Television Day. As part of this annual United Nations initiative, ACT
joined up once again with public broadcasters (EBU) and TV sales
houses (egta) in order to promote Television worldwide. As such the
three organisations have produced a 30 second video, translated in
other languages, emphasising the impact TV has on European
society.
Read more

Canal Group: Three awards at the Social
Media Awards Ceremony 2016

Canal Group received three awards during the 5th Edition of the
Social Media Awards: 1) Best digital communication for the digital
campaign promoting “Baron Noir”; 2) Best 360 ° device - Virtual
reality for TV event “Le bureau des légendes”; 3) Best interface for
myCANAL and CANALPLAY.
Read more

RTL Group: The Emmy goes to… Deutschland
83!
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UFA Fiction series “Deutschland 83” took home the Drama Series
award at the 44th International Emmy® Awards held on 21
November 2016 in New York. Deutschland 83 was produced by UFA
Fiction for RTL Television and has been sold to 38 TV channels and
video platforms and seen in more than 110 countries.
Read more

Sky: Our commitments - taking the long term
view on the environment

Sky is committed to investing in on-site renewables, purchasing only
renewable energy and developing more sustainable products. The
Prince of Wales Corporate Leaders Group on Climate Change, of
which Sky is a founding member, launched this week a report on
Sustainable Plans for Prosperous Economies.
Read more
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